
THE FEEL-GOOD 
WORKSPACE

LIFE.S INDOOR, 
INTERACTION, STOOL



Good news: according to the Wrike Happiness index 2019, 89 per 
cent of Germans are happy in their job!*
As well as a sense of meaningfulness, an appreciative ethos at 
work and an attractive office environment are some of the most 
highly valued factors. 

If an office is tailored to personal requirements and provides 
dynamic conditions to promote optimum performance, motivation 
is increased. This includes having the freedom to work equally 
comfortably either sitting down or standing up. Having the option 
of focused working at an individual workstation – with a team area 
next door for brainstorming. 

These are some of our furnishing solutions that support 
these principles: the JET.III swivel chair, LIFE.S table systems, 
and our versatile all-rounder, the ACTA.PLUS programme.

Go with the Flow-
that includes 
your desk

*  For the international survey by the project management software experts 
around 4000 full-time employees were questioned: 1000 respondents each
from the USA, UK, France, and Germany.
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Products:
K+N STANDBY.OFFICE 2.0, K+N BALANCE.CHAIR, ACTA.PLUS hinged door cupboard,  
NET.WORK.PLACE, QUIET.BOX Duo, BASIC.4 stand-up table, PUBLICA bar stool  



The world of work is changing. That’s reflected in the 
office environment too. Open space offices are used in 
an agile and multifunctional way. The transitions between 
reception areas, individual co-working areas, lounge zones 
and the cafeteria have become fluid. 
Because movement encourages productivity.

WELCOME TO
TOMORROW’S 
WORKPLACE

Products:
LIFE.S Indoor, NET.WORK.PLACE Organic, ACTA.PLUS room divider shelving unit, 
INSIDE.50 counter, MOVE.MIX bar stools, LIFE.S Interaction, LIFE.S Stool  
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FORM FOLLOWS
FLEXIBILITY

We work together with our customers to create working 
environments that fit in with the company’s image – whilst 
providing the employees with a setting in which they can develop 
their potential.

Use different locations for different tasks. Switch between various 
meeting situations and working locations. Sit, stand, chat or 
concentrate while you work: to stay comfortable and healthy. 
Every workstation can be customised so that it’s individual and 
ergonomic. 



Shape your work culture – with 
agile, future-oriented furniture 



FOR FAST
IMPROMPTU MEETINGS

Various fabrics and materials available.

Various fabrics and materials available.

 LIFE.S Interaction and LIFE.S Stool
 Stand-up desk and bench seat
 Short meetings | Urban design

+ For communication and bistro areas

+ Combined with a high bench seat (upholstered) 

+ Acoustic canopy and walls 
for more concentration

 LIFE.S Indoor
 Bench-Desk-Combination 
 Free-standing | Meeting

+ For spontaneous meetings 

+ Upholstered bench seats 

+ With optional wire management 
and media wall

LIFE.S



PUBLICA bar stool
Sitting comfortably – 
even at a height.

QUICK.II
Healthy support –
wherever you stand.

As a leading brand for 
offi ce furniture and room 
systems, König + Neurath

develops solutions for 
individual work cultures

Together with specialist retailers, König + Neurath supports its 
customers throughout the entire process of outfitting offices. 

With differentiated style collections, design-conscious furniture 
and digital solutions, the family-owned company, established 

in 1925, helps its customers to adapt successfully to the 
changing nature of the workplace.
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Deutschland
König + Neurath AG
Büromöbel-Systeme
Industriestraße 1–3
61184 Karben
T +49 6039 483-0
info@koenig-neurath.de

Great Britain
K + N International
(Office Systems) Ltd
52 Britton Street
London EC1M 5UQ
T +44 20 74909340
info@koenig-neurath.co.uk

Nederland
König + Neurath Nederland
Office Furniture
Beethovenstraat 530 
1082 PR Amsterdam
T +31 20 4109410
info@konig-neurath.nl

France
König + Neurath AG
Showroom Paris
66, rue de la Victoire
75009 Paris
T +33 1 44632393
info@koenig-neurath.fr

Schweiz
König + Neurath (Schweiz) GmbH
Büromöbel-Systeme
St. Gallerstrasse 106 d
CH–9032 Engelburg / St. Gallen
T +41 52 7702242
info@koenig-neurath.de

koenig-neurath.com




